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a b s t r a c t

We present a repository for disseminating the computational models associated with publications in the
social and life sciences. The number of research projects using computational models has been steadily
increasing but the resulting publications often lack model code and documentation which hinders
replication, verification of results and accumulation of knowledge. We have developed an open re-
pository, the CoMSES Net Computational Model Library, to address this problem. Submissions to the
library can be original models accompanying publications or replications of previous studies. Researchers
can request that their models undergo a certification process that verifies that the model code suc-
cessfully compiles and runs and that it follows documentation best practices. Models that pass the
certification process are assigned persistent URLs and identifiers. We present the basic components of
our repository, discuss our initial experiences with the library, and elaborate on future steps in the
development of this cyberinfrastructure.

© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Interest in computational modeling of social and biological
systemsdi.e., algorithmic models (Miller and Page, 2007)das a
tool to understand the complex dynamics of social-ecological sys-
tems is growing rapidly with an increasing number of research
projects generating models of diverse phenomena (e.g. Alessa et al.,
2006; Edmonds and Meyer, 2013; Helbing, 2012). The Network
for Computational Modeling in the Social and Ecological Sciences
(CoMSES Net) Computational Model Library (CML) <http://www.
openabm.org> is an open-access public archive, established with
support of the US National Science Foundation, where the code and
documentation of computational models can be published by re-
searchers. CoMSES Net is a scientific community of practice for
sharing knowledge and establishing standards for computational
modeling in research (Janssen et al., 2008). Recent commentaries
in leading scientific venues make a strong case for including
computing within the broader scientific tradition of research
transparency (Barnes, 2010; Joppa et al., 2013a,b; Morin et al., 2012;
Peng, 2011). This is especially important as computingdand
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especially modelingdis moving from being an analytical tool to a
fundamental aspect of scientific research. To ensure that the sci-
entific community can evaluate and build on the rapid growth of
model-based research, it is imperative that adequate descriptions
of a model and the model source code itself be publicly available.

A key criterion for transparency in science is the potential for
others to replicate a set of research procedures. In order to replicate
model-based research, it is necessary to have a sufficiently detailed
description of a computational model, its operation, and objectives;
the model code in human-readable and compilable (i.e., source)
format; and an accessible runtime environment (or sufficient in-
formation to recreate such an environment) in which to reproduce
model-based research procedures.

Ideally a description of the computational model should
accompany any publication about model-based research or be
referenced in the publication. However, model descriptions vary
greatly in the level of detail provided, and there is considerable
inconsistency in which details are even included in model de-
scriptions. CoMSES Net and the CML strongly encourage re-
searchers to use standardized formats, like the one developed by
Grimm and colleagues (Grimm et al., 2010, 2006; Polhill et al.,
2008), to ensure that model descriptions are adequate for poten-
tial replication.

Even with detailed, standardized descriptions of models, how-
ever, the program code itself is needed to exactly replicate partic-
ular operations, especially when novel and unexpected outcomes
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are claimed. Currently, it is often very difficult to obtain model
code, even with helpful model developers. This has been shown
in an increasing number of replication studies that were based on
the description of the model in the original article (e.g. Hales
et al., 2003; Polhill et al., 2005; Wilensky and Rand, 2007;
Meadows and Cliff, 2012) or even an available version of the
source code (Janssen, 2007; 2009). Most replication studies are
able to verify the original results but often uncover contestable
assumptions and implementations which challenge the robust-
ness of the conclusions of the original paper (e.g. Hales et al.,
2003; Meadows and Cliff, 2012). Access to the original source
code also makes it possible to operationalize a model's as-
sumptions, goals, and procedures with different algorithms,
computer languages, or programming platforms. These can lead
to cumulative improvements in model performance or help
explain why different results are obtained in different computing
environments.

Computational models are microcosms of dynamic, complex
systems which makes it difficult to understand some aspects of
models without actually running them. This requires information
about the requirements needed to run a model and access to the
runtime support infrastructure (i.e., dependent software libraries
and/or interpretive environments). The combination of readable
code, metadata, and runtime environment are critical for permit-
ting researchers to build on each other's work so that scientific
computation can evolve and improve. However, the dissemination
of model description and code does not fit neatly into established
publication formats.

Descriptions of computational models that are sufficiently
detailed for replication can exceed the length of an associated
article in word-limited journals, and a printed version of compu-
tational model source code can be even longer, making it imprac-
tical to publish this vital information in such a manner. Even if
provided as the increasingly common online supplemental mate-
rials to articles, model source code is useless in most common
typeset publishing formats. If not available as a compilable text file,
it must be laboriously retyped or reformatted with the potential for
mistakes that could alter the original code in undesirable ways.
Moreover, most journals still do not permit online submission of
usable files that would permit dissemination of the program code,
and virtually none provides environments in which scientific code
can be evaluateddeither during review or after publication. To
remedy this situation, Peng (2011) recommends the creation of
code repositories, maintained by scientific communities of practice
“...to provide a single place to which people in all fields could turn
to make their work reproducible.” (Peng, 2011, p. 1227). Existing
generic source code and version management repositories (i.e., for
any program code and not just computational models) include
BitBucket (https://bitbucket.org/), GitHub (https://github.com/),
and Google Code (https://code.google.com/) but these require
the technical expertise to set up a site for each model published,
and are not designed with the goal of long-term digital preserva-
tion. There are platform-specific repositories for specific modeling
software platforms (as often are available for other software
like MatLab) such as the NetLogo Modeling Commons (http://
modelingcommons.org/) and the Repast Symphony archive
(http://sourceforge.net/p/repast/repast-simphony-models). These
repositories generally are created to support and promote partic-
ular software packages and their user communities. They also are
not aimed at long-term preservation and dissemination of scientific
modeling code. Finally, there are a number of domain specific ef-
forts to create platforms to share models such as ECOBAS for
ecological modeling (Strube et al., 2008), CESM for atmospheric
dynamics (Gent et al., 2011) and CSDMS for surface dynamics
(Peckham et al., 2012).
As with other aspects of scientific practice, there must be in-
centives for researchers to dedicate the time and effort required to
write detailed model descriptions, providing source code and
associatedmetadata, and ensuring the accessibility of the necessary
runtime environment. These may be more effective if they can be
embedded within the system of incentives already established in
the academic and research world: public recognition by peers
through citation and recognition by employers and scholarly or-
ganizations as evidence of valuable research activity. Related in-
centives include requirements by funding agencies and journals to
sufficiently document and disseminate model-based research
(Morin et al., 2012; Peng, 2011).

2. CoMSES Net Computational Model Library

The CoMSES Net Computational Model Library provides a
framework to address many of these and related issues relevant to
encouraging greater transparency in scientific computing. The CML
provides a structured but easily accessible venue for the dissemi-
nation of model code, metadata, and associated descriptive docu-
mentation in the form of a digital library rather than a source code
repository and versioning environment like GitHub. Models are
represented as searchable entries in the digital library, much like
books are represented in online catalogs, with a title, author(s), and
brief description. Model library entries can also display visual pre-
views of a model as an image or short animation. A formatted cita-
tion is displayed for each entry so that anyone who uses the model
can credit its creator(s) in a familiar way for academia and science. A
user can download a model from an entry, similar to downloading a
digital manuscript from a library entry. An example of a model entry
is shown in Fig. 1; the original entry can be found (and model
downloaded) at <http://www.openabm.org/model/3580>. See Sup-
plemental Information for more details about model library entries.

As described in more detail below, peer-reviewed models are
assigned permanent digital record identifiers (equivalent to com-
mercial DOI's). Models can be peer-reviewed as part of a journal
article review or independently of an article review (see details
below). Below, we describe the model library in more detail, and
discuss the benefits of publishing models.

3. Details of the Computational Model Library

3.1. Scope of the CML

A primary aim of the CML is the preservation and dissemination of
scientific code for computational models applied in the life and social
sciences. By “computational models” we refer to models based on al-
gorithms, such as agent-based models, cellular automata, network
models, and discrete event simulation rather than equation-based
models. Currently,mostmodels in the library are agent-basedmodels .

Unlike archives and community sites for particular software
platforms, models in the CML are not restricted to any specific
software platforms or programming languages, in order to make the
library open to submissions from a wide scientific audience. Lan-
guage and platform preferences change over time, of course, and a
once-popular language may end up in a niche or abandoned.
However, because the human-readable source code and documen-
tation is published in the library, the model itself can remain useful
for other scholars even if the platform it was originally designed for
falls into disuse. Hence, we encourage the publication in the CML of
models written in older, obscure languages so that they have the
potential to be replicated in newer, more common languages and
frameworks. A consequence of this approach is that although a
model contributor must specify the programming platform and
version used for the implementation, models in the CML cannot be
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Fig. 1. Example entry in the Computational Model Library.
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run online like models in the Netlogo Modeling Commons (http://
modelingcommons.org). Scientists wishing to run a model in the
CML must install the relevant modeling platform on their own
computer. To help facilitate access to runtime environments in
which to operate older models, CoMSES Net has begun a program to
also archive older versions of publicly available model platforms.
3.2. Current statistics for the CML

The CML is a dynamic resource, of course, and these statistics
provide a snapshot at the time of writing. Currently, 212models are
published in the library and the number of models submitted has
increased each year since the library was opened, five years ago. An
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additional 79 models in the CML are currently unpublished, most
awaiting peer-review. Amajority of the models archived at the CML
are written in NetLogo (167 models), with the second most com-
mon platforms being Repast (23 models) and Java (19 models).
However, 21 other platforms represented among the published
models, including Cormas, Cþþ, and Python. More importantly, the
CML does not prohibit the archival of models written in novel
formats and provides an interface that allows for any type of model
to be archived.

3.3. Publishing models and metadata in the CML

Because a primary goal of the CML is to preserve and dissemi-
nate scientific code, the base requirements for publishing a model
are minimal. In order to upload model source code, the CML re-
quires an author to:

� enter the name of the person publishing the model,
� enter a title for the model,
� enter a brief description of the model,
� upload a file containing the model code,
� upload a file containing the model documentation,
� select the desired open source license, and
� indicate the software environment needed to run the code.

Drop-down menus offer a wide selection of run-time environ-
ments and software licenses an author can choose from. If a run-
time environment is not listed, the author can enter it manually.
If a preferred open-source license is not available in the drop-down
menus, it can be added by submitting a request to the CoMSES Net
team through the website contact page. Because the CML is an
open-access repository of readable source code, only open-source
licenses can be applied to the code, but we strongly recommend
that all published models be licensed.

While a simple text file may serve as model documentation, we
recommend that authors use a standardized way to describe their
model. There is no universally agreed approach is doing this (see
Müller et al., 2014), but we recommend the ODD protocol (Grimm
et al., 2010, 2006; Polhill et al., 2008) to document their agent-
based models and other computational models. Use of a common
documentation protocol enhances the readability of the docu-
mentation and ensures that all relevant details about a model
implementation are explicitly available and described. In our
experience the ODD protocol meets this aim well, but other forms
of documentation are also acceptable.

Optionally, the name of the model author(s) (sometimes
different from the individual submitting a model for publication),
example datasets for validation, screenshots and videos, keywords,
and additional metadata may be published along with model code.
Authors can also indicate that a model is associated with a pub-
lished journal article (see peer-review below). If the model is a
replication of another model (e.g., in a different modeling platform,
or with changes to the original code), authors are asked to provide a
reference for the original model.

When a new model is submitted to the CML it is initially
assigned a status of unpublished and only visible to the model
author and any individuals with whom the author chooses to
directly share the model URL; the model and its documentation
cannot be seen by visitors to the library or indexed by internet
search engines. Keeping a model unpublished in the library may be
useful for authors who are submitting a paper to a journal and want
to make the model code and documentation available to reviewers
but not to the general public.

When an author chooses to publish his/her model, it becomes
visible in the CML search results and accessible to all visitors to the
library; it is also exposed to public search services like Google
Search and Google Scholar. All models published in the CML receive
properly formatted bibliographic citations, displayed prominently
with the information for each model, that can be used in publica-
tions and a researcher's CV. Peer-reviewed models (see below) also
receive persistent resource identifiers from handle.net (equivalent
to commercial DOI's). A step-by-step tutorial for publishing amodel
in the CML can be found at <http://www.openabm.org/page/
model-library-tutorial>.

3.4. Quality control through peer-review

Peer review is a widely accepted means of quality control in
science, and its application to scientific computing is being actively
debated (Peng, 2011; Joppa et al., 2013a, 2013b; Sliz and Morin,
2013). CoMSES Net and the CML encourage peer-review of
computational models as a way to ensure the publication
of high-quality, useful scientific software, although publication of
non-reviewed code is permitted to meet the objectives of code
preservation and dissemination. Peer-reviewedmodels are identified
in the library. The CML provides two mechanisms for model peer-
review: review as part of a manuscript review process for a journal,
and specific review of model code by members of the CoMSES Net
community. A model may be reviewed in either or both ways.

When a manuscript describing model-based science is submit-
ted to a journal for peer-review, the author(s) can also submit the
associated model(s) to the CML, but leave them unpublished and
provide the model(s) URL to the journal editor. In that way, re-
viewers of the manuscript can also download and review the
model code. When the manuscript is published, the model too can
be published and the associated paper cited in the model library
entry. CoMSES Net is partnering with journals to encourage au-
thors of model-based research to publish their code to the CML,
providing a bridge between traditional publication and code
dissemination. At the time of writing, one journal (Ecology & So-
ciety; http://www.ecologyandsociety.org) requires submitting au-
thors to archive agent-based models to the CML, and two other
journals recommend that authors archive computational models of
papers to the CML or similar archives: Journal of Artificial Societies
and Social Simulation (http://jasss.soc.surrey.ac.uk/JASSS.html) and
Advances in Complex Systems (http://www.worldscientific.com/
worldscinet/acs).

In addition to facilitating peer review of models accompanying
journal papers, the author of a model submitted to or published in
the CML can request that it be reviewed independently, without
being associated with a published manuscript. Currently, model
reviewers are selected from among the approximately 1200 sci-
entists who are members of the CoMSES Network. Potential re-
viewers are identified on the basis of their expertise in different
modeling platforms and their experience in creating (and pub-
lishing) computational models. This new peer-review protocol was
initiated during 2013 and members of the CoMSES Net manage-
ment team are serving as review editors. However, we plan for the
CoMSES Net Executive Board (elected by the network membership
last year) to select a model review editor from among the larger
membership on a rotating basis as is commonly done for academic
journals.

During this model-centric review, the model documentation
and program code is reviewed for consistency and clarity. Peer
reviewers assess whether the model code is well-written, clean,
and well-commented. The documentation is reviewed for read-
ability and completeness. It must be possible to run the model with
the instructions provided by the author. Model reviewers may
request revisions to a model or its documentation. Models that
pass review are labeled as “certified” in their library entry. Thus a
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certified model passes guidelines on model documentation, and it
does not refer to correctness of model implementation. Although
the model-centric review was only recently made available, six
models have already been reviewed and certified through this
process. A simplified workflow of the model publishing and peer-
review process is shown in Fig. 2.

Peer-review identifies models in the library that meet higher
levels of verification and metadata standards (e.g., Grimm et al.,
2006; Parker et al., 2008; Polhill et al., 2008). Related to this and
following protocols pioneered by PLOS and other online journals,
the CML has a community-oriented comment and rating system
that allows the broader research community to contribute to the
recognition of strong models.

As mentioned above, peer-reviewed models are assigned a
persistent internet resource identifierda handledthrough the
Handle System, a component of the Corporation for National
Research Initiatives Digital Object Architecture (http://handle.net).
The Handle System is an international umbrella organization that
assigns such identifiers to digital objects. A DOI is a commercial
implementation of the Handle System that is widely used for
journal articles. Model handles are “minted” under an agreement
with the Arizona State University Libraries, which has permits to
assign these resource identifiers. Regardless of future changes in
server architecture or website design, access to the models in the
CML will be maintained and protected. Handles indicate that a
model has passed peer-reviewand is recognized as adhering to best
practices for model documentation.

3.5. Benefits to model authors

As social scientists, we recognize the importance of leveraging
multiple benefits/rewards systems to encourage collaboration and
collective action to develop a public good like the CML. This is the
reason why the CML represents computational models as citable
Fig. 2. Simplified workflow for publishing a peer-reviewed computational model.
examples of (peer-reviewed) scientific research that can be listed in
bibliographies, CVs, and annual evaluation reports. Explicit asso-
ciation with peer-reviewed journal articles, certification, and the
minting of handles for such models provides further public recog-
nition that published models are scholarship worthy of long-
term preservation, enhancing the reputation of the author. Certi-
fied models are regularly featured on the main home page of the
CoMSES Network, and in the CoMSES Digest that is distributed to all
members of the network. Published models also are submitted to
the Google Scholar system, providing an additional level of visi-
bility for an author's model-based research. The area in each library
entry for commentary and rating by the modeling community
likewise rewards the submission of higher quality models. Finally,
each model entry displays the number of times a model has been
downloaded since submission and during the past three months
further indicating its value to the broader scientific community.
3.6. Technical implementation

The CML is implemented as an open source for the Drupal 7 web
content management system (CMS) <https://drupal.org/>. The
CML code is publicly available through CoMSES' Github account at
<https://github.com/orgs/openabm-comses/>. Drupal is an open
source software platform with a large and active support commu-
nity <https://drupal.org/community>. The CML model files and
metadata are stored on a networked server filesystem with auto-
mated offsite backups and disaster recovery mechanisms in place.
Future development plans include automated integration with
the Arizona State University Library's Digital Repository (https://
repository.asu.edu) so that reviewed and certified computational
models will be exported and archived redundantly in the digital
repository in a durable format (e.g., XML).
4. Discussion

Science thrives because the culture of disseminating methods
and results of research leads to the rapid accumulation of knowl-
edge. The same principles apply to scientific computation, which
is rapidly growing (Hayes, 2004; Wing, 2008). The community of
scholars that develop and use computational models in the life and
social sciences can jointly benefit from adopting a commonpractice
of publishing models. If academic history is a guide, self-organized
communities of scientists will be most successful at providing so-
lutions to transparency in scientific computingdas they have done
for the dissemination of other research.

We recognize that simply creating online code archives like the
CML does not by itself promote the open sharing of modeling code
and associated knowledge. Researchers may be reluctant to invest
the effort to document their model code and share it openly for a
variety of reason (Barnes, 2010), and journals may be equally hes-
itant to require submittedmanuscripts to include well documented
model code so that the results can be verified and replicated.
However, such reluctance is already disappearing among some
scientific communities. For example, within experimental eco-
nomics only manuscripts with a detailed experimental protocol
(often computational in nature) are accepted for review (see for
example the author instructions of the journal Experimental Eco-
nomics; Springer Publishers). Funding agencies are also increas-
ingly requiring transparency of their sponsored research. The US
National Science Foundation considers datasets, software, patents,
and copyrights to be research products in addition to peer-
reviewed publications and requires these products to be citable
and accessible. All NSF sponsored projects since 2011 must have a
data management plan. This requirement does not yet hold for
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computer source code nor is there any cyberinfrastructure capable
of facilitating this. The CML is helping to fill this gap.

It is clear that positive incentives are needed to encourage sci-
entists to share their code (Janssen et al., 2008). Particularly
important are mechanisms to ensure that creators receive credit for
scientific computing as they do in other scientific practices. One
reason the CoMSES Net CML assigns permanent resource identifiers
(DOIs or handles) to published source code is to encourage the
citation of models in journal papers. Universities and research in-
stitutions need to recognize published scientific code as evidence of
professional development. It is important to note that credit in
research professions is awarded for dissemination (i.e., publication)
rather than for simply carrying out research activities; this norm
needs to apply equally to scientific computing to promote the
knowledge sharing that Morin et al. (2012) call for.

CoMSES Net is committed to advancing this agenda with
continuing refinement of the CML system. We are looking forward
to extending the library to enable linkages to external code re-
positories that researchers may be using to store their models and
archiving models located on standalone websites and servers, and
by establishing an archive of runtime environments that will make
it easier to learn from legacy code into the future. Though not a
trivial task to accomplish, it is vital that the knowledge capital
invested into these models not be lost when servers of individual
scientists go offline or their websites are moved. Another extension
of the CML under consideration is a library of code modules, which
are well-definedmodel components that are can be reused in other
models. This will require standardization of metadata on data
transfer between modules. In mature fields of computational
modeling such a library can be a way to improve quality of model
code further. Other extensions under development with support
from a new international Digging into Data Challenge award are the
development of interconnected, web-based analysis and visuali-
zation tools to evaluate model outputs. CoMSES Net represents a
community of practice for model-based science whose agenda in-
cludes promoting open sharing of knowledge about computational
modeling.

The extent to which computing is transforming 21st Century
science makes it critical that it be included in the culture of intel-
lectual exchange that sets science apart from earlier knowledge
systems. To make researchers aware of emerging opportunities for
disseminating scientific code, we propose an online clearinghouse
for repositories established by scientific communities of practice.
An effective starting point could be a simple web page, listing re-
pository URLs, hosted by a national or international organization
like the AAAS or NAS. The need for transparency in scientific
computing is clear; we must now embed this in the practice of
normal science.
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